Ask what other language is related to English, and most people think first of German. And you can, indeed, trace English back through Anglo-Saxon to show its relationship to the other Germanic languages of Northern Europe, both German itself and languages such as Frisian. The grammar and sound system of English have a great deal in common with those languages. But when it comes to vocabulary, it is a very different story. Less than a quarter of modern English vocabulary is Germanic in origin, and when you ask, “Where have most of the words in English come from, then?” the answer is very clear: Latin and Greek.

One of the distinguishing features of English is its readiness to borrow words. English has always been a vacuum-cleaner of a language, sucking in words from any other language that its speakers come into contact with. If you call up the ‘etymology’ file of the electronic Oxford English Dictionary, you will find over 350 languages from which English has ‘borrowed’ words. (I use inverted commas, because this is a curious sense of ‘borrowing’. After all, one is not giving anything back.) But some languages have always been a much greater source of new words than others. And none of them comes anywhere near the debt which English owes to the Classical languages.

People usually don’t realize the size of this debt. It is difficult to quantify, because all estimates about the size of the ‘word-hoard’ of a language are difficult to make. Nobody actually knows how many words there are in English. The British OED contains some half a million words; so does the American Merriam-Webster Third International. But if you compare the coverage of these two major dictionaries, you find they are by no means the same. A specialist dictionary of botany or linguistics, for example, will also bring to light many terms that are not in either. And as English spreads around the world, it introduces thousands of new words from its contact languages that have begun to appear only in regional dictionaries—such as the Dictionary of South African English or the Dictionary of Jamaican English.

‘Two-thirds of English words are Classical in origin’

Yet it is impossible to avoid the general impression you obtain as you leaf through the pages of a big general dictionary of standard English: over two-thirds of the vocabulary is Classical in origin. Often, the words have entered English via French, Spanish, Italian and the other so-called ‘Romance languages’, often they have been borrowed from Greek and Latin directly. Often it is difficult to say which route the words have taken to enter English. But in the final analysis, the routes are not important. The words are grounded in the Classics.

And once in, they have proliferated. A single Classical root does not come in as a single word. Once it arrives it is ‘given the treatment’. It is combined with prefixes and suffixes, many of which will also be of Classical origin. History generates historic(al), historian, prehistoric, unhistorical, and much more. Words may be joined to other roots, to produce ‘compound words’: school arrives in English in Anglo-Saxon times, grammar in the Middle English period—and in due course we get grammar-school. Because of these several processes of word-formation, the Classical element in English has grown enormously. Indeed, the total Classical vocabulary in English today is far greater than the total known words of Ancient Greek and Latin combined.

Yet it is impossible to avoid the general impression you obtain as you leaf through the pages of a big general dictionary of standard English: over two-thirds of the vocabulary is Classical in origin. Often, the words have entered English via French, Spanish, Italian and the other so-called ‘Romance languages’, often they have been borrowed from Greek and Latin directly. Often it is difficult to say which route the words have taken to enter English. But in the final analysis, the routes are not important. The words are grounded in the Classics.

And once in, they have proliferated. A single Classical root does not come in as a single word. Once it arrives it is ‘given the treatment’. It is combined with prefixes and suffixes, many of which will also be of Classical origin. History generates historic(al), historian, prehistoric, unhistorical, and much more. Words may be joined to other roots, to produce ‘compound words’: school arrives in English in Anglo-Saxon times, grammar in the Middle English period—and in due course
In another, Jean-Marc Gachelin ends his survey of the Romance role of the Classical languages in the formation of the languages of Europe. For anyone who wishes to demonstrate a Latin (or Greek) is a dead language needs to be reconsidered.

Kirkness reviews the evidence, and concludes 'The cliche that unifying historical tradition, Classical vocabulary provides an same point of origin as French as French itself. 'Le computer' has been panned as an English comment on the sense of terting English vocabulary. Those who object to the 'anglicization' of French, condemn as 'English words' several which come from the same etymological stable (I always think it particularly ironic, in fact, that those in France the English for explaining in this manuscript of the Latin Grammar of Aelius Donatus by a colourful scene of the young Maximilian Sforza, for whom the manuscript was written in the 1490s, at his lessons.

It mustn’t be overstated. The common use of compounds with Web, or the use of the suffix -ware, show Anglo-Saxon influence. Many compounds continue to be formed from Germanic elements (ram-raid). New uses continue to be given to old words (to out, to hack), and borrowings still arrive in the language from all kinds of sources (karaoke, intifada, bungee). You will find a representative list in any book of ‘new words’, such as the Oxford Dictionary of New Words. But the use of Classical sources, whether people are conscious of it or not, continues to be the leading factor in the ongoing growth of English vocabulary.

It is the unparalleled mix of Classical and Germanic elements in English which gives the language its distinctive lexical identity. Some scholars have argued that it is precisely this lexical mix which has given English an advantage over other languages in facilitating its global spread. Certainly, many learners of English comment on the sense of déjà vu they feel when encountering English vocabulary. In fact, there’s a tailor-made example. A French student beginning to learn English already knows the English for déjà vu, without having to do any learning at all. (I always think it particularly ironic, in fact, that those in France who object to the ‘anglicization’ of French, condemn as ‘English words’ several which come from the same etymological stable as French itself. ‘Le computer’ has been panned as an English word, for example, though in its etymology it has exactly the same point of origin as French compter, ‘to count’ – Latin computare.)

‘The woof is Roman as well as the embroidery’

Learning one’s Latin past and future tenses is made more interesting in this manuscript of the Latin Grammar of Aelius Donatus by a colourful scene of the young Maximilian Sforza, for whom the manuscript was written in the 1490s, at his lessons. The growth of the European Union has brought fresh interest in the role of the Classical languages in the formation of the languages of Europe. As for anyone who wishes to demonstrate a unifying historical tradition, Classical vocabulary provides an obvious domain of illustration. Some writers have even begun to talk of ‘Eurolatin’ and ‘Eurogreek’. In one such article, Alan Kirkness reviews the evidence, and concludes ‘The cliché that Latin (or Greek) is a dead language needs to be reconsidered.’ In another, Jean-Marc Gachelin ends his survey of the Romance element in English by quoting Sir Francis Palgrave’s summary: ‘the warp may be Anglo-Saxon, but the woof is Roman as well as the embroidery.’

Some authors have gone a step further, and devised teaching methods which build on this foundation, analysing the Classical element in English and using it either to introduce English-speaking students to foreign languages or to improve their own understanding of English. One such book, called Quick Vocabulary Power, introduces students to difficult or unfamiliar English words by working steadily through the Greek and Latin roots and prefixes of which they are composed. To take just one example, starting from the root-path (‘feeling, suffering, disease’), and referring to such prefixes as a- (‘without’), anti- (‘against’), em- (‘inside, within’), and sym- (‘with, together’), the authors introduce the words antipathy, apathy, empathy, and sympathy. Adding various suffixes and roots produces apathetic, pathologic, psychopath, and much more. Even imaginary words can be created: what might an antipathologist do? I know several teachers who have brought such a dimension into their classwork, and there is widespread agreement about the value of this kind of exercise.

‘Living dead languages’

Is it too much to hope that, alerted to the shaping role of the Classical languages on English, people will find fresh reason to look again at these sources, from which English gains so much of its vitality? At the very least, those who have learned to value these languages for their intrinsic linguistic properties as well as for the literary and historical perspectives they express, can feel rightly smug, as they observe that the language which has become the world’s Number 1 lingua franca has obtained this position partly because of its use as the medium of science and technology, in whose lexicon they reign supreme. But to convey these realities to a wider public, we need to find fresh ways of talking.

I agree with Alan Kirkness. I have no objection to the word ‘dead’ being used for languages that are no longer spoken and which exercise no ongoing linguistic influence on modern languages. Hitite, Iberian, and Etruscan are all genuinely dead, on that count. But by the same criterion, to use the same adjective for Latin and Greek doesn’t seem right. There is too much going on. We need new descriptive labels, therefore. ‘Living dead’ might have been all right, if that phrase hadn’t been monopolized by vampire enthusiasts. Can you invent a new adjective to best describe the dynamic, vitalizing role that Classical languages continue to manifest in the 21st century? – with a Classical root, of course.
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**Competition**

Can you rise to David Crystal’s challenge? Omnibus offers a copy of David Crystal’s The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language for the best classically derived adjective to describe the ‘living dead’ status of Latin and Greek today. With David Crystal as judge, of course! Send your entries to Omnibus, JACT, Senate House, Malet Street, London WC1E 7HU by January 6th 2002.